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New books
Apples of Uncommon Character

Principles of Tropical Horticulture

Rowan Jacobsen

David J. Midmore

123 heirlooms, modern classics, & little-known wonders plus
20sweet and satory receipes

Publisher : Bloomsbury USA
Published : 09-02-2014
Format : Hardback
ISBN : 9781620402276
Illustrations : Color photographs
Dimensions : 7 1/2" x 9 3/4"
Price : $35.00

2015 AHS Book Award Winner
“Elegant and insightful, this uncommon work encourages readers
to step out of their apple-comfort-zone,” says Rita Hassert. “Excellence is evident from cover to cover, as is the author’s passion for and
knowledge of these fruits,” says Anne Marie Van Nest. “The photos
are clear and evocative, creating a portrait of each apple that perfectly
accompanies the useful information,” notes Marty Wingate. “The colorful description of each apple is spot on, right down to intimate
details you only get from growing it,” says Jeﬀ Cox.

Publisher : CABI international
Published :April 2015
450 Pages
Hardback,
ISBN : 9781780645414
Price : £85, e 110, $160
Paperback,
ISBN 9781845935153
Price : £39.95, e 55, $75

Principles of Tropical Horticulture leads the reader through a
background of environmental influences and plant physiology to an
understanding of production and post-harvest systems, environmental adaptation techniques and marketing strategies. Focusing on the
principles behind production practices and their scientific basis, rather than detailed biological traits of each crop, this text outlines successes and failures in practices to date and sets out how the quantity
and quality of horticultural produce can improve in the future. Case
studies are frequently used and chapters cover the production of vegetables, fruit and ornamental crops, including temperate zone crops
adapted to grow in the tropics.

Contents
1. Setting the scene : The context of horticulture in the developing
world and the tropics
2. The tropical environment and physiology of horticultural crops in
the tropics
3. Horticultural production systems within the tropics
4. Supply chain management. vegetable production
5. Supply chain management – Production of fruits and flowers in
the tropics
6. Pre- and post-harvest management and eﬀects on product quality
7. Supply chain management – Marketing and retail
8. The future for tropical horticulture

